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The Skill Tree is found in the Blobverse tab in the very center of the bottom navigation bar

1) Introduction

The Skill Tree is the place to spend the Skill point you earn (or buy) while playing the game 
They are earned by killing the "The Most Terrible Monster" or they can sometimes be bought 
in the in game shop. 

Once inside the Skill Tree you are greeted with 3 Idols (Greed, Bravery and Wisdom) 
Each Idol had 10 skills that you can unlock. You must start from the top and follow the 
indicated lines. If you want to use a certain skill you must follow the path to get to that skill. 
Every skill can be upgraded but the skill point cost to upgrade increases on each upgrade. 



Each Skill can be separated into 4 Tiers and each Tier has a set cost. This table show's you 
what tier each skill is in and the table below shows you how many skill points are required.

1) Skill Tiers and Cost's



1) Skill Tree
Here are what the skill trees look like. You must go from top to bottom and down each column. 
You cannot go diagonal or left and right.

Greed Bravery Wisdom



1) Skill Tree
IMPORTANT, only your first skill reset is free. 

The blue tree is kind of weird, and is more for 
experimental builds. Basically the main thing in it 
is Power Prism (high lighted), which gives you a 
bunch of damage based on your mana but its kind 
of buggy and also it usually leaves you in a hole, 
where it's hard to increase your damage and you 
advance slowly, would not recommend this tree. 

The two other tree which are most used are Greed 
for beginners and Bravery which is mostly used by 
mid to late level players.

I will go into these builds next.   

 

Wisdom



1) Skill Tree
The Yellow tree is the greedy tree, helping you make 
gold and breeze through levels. Super important 
because you need gold for damage, and a faster grind 
lets you progress much faster. In here I take the right 
side, and also the left branch as it gives you more gold 
from tapping on coins and then at the end a big 
multiplier to all gold!!    

What's interesting about the right side (circled) though 
is first, you get a higher chance for multiple monsters 
to show up. This is when you see +3 or +6 or +2 on 
the number of monster you're on out of 10, at the top 
of your screen when fighting. Basically this means you 
kill one monster, and it skips you past 4 and you gain 
their gold so your progression is 5x as fast!! This is 
really helpful when you're prestiging because 
everything is really weak and it lets you farm more and 
more hopes!

The second thing is at the end of the right branch is a 
percent increase to hopes!! This is really good until 
you have a high level cornucopia which then it 
becomes kinda useless because the cornucopia does 
so much more, so I'd recommend not getting it since 
compared to the cornucopia it's almost negligible.

 

Greed



1) Skill Tree
The Red tree is more for mid-late game and 
helps a lot, focusing on tap and goop damage, 
and even equipment bonuses. I usually go for 
middle section which gives you the most 
damage increase in Tap and Goop damage. 

Also some people tend to put some skill points 
into the left side for more some more tap, goop 
or hero damage.       

 

Bravery



Complete list of Skills and costs shown below

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-
1vRCzpdgGWA0riD3FFCl3Q3KkgZ3kIeYIRPvnaSOPGtlIWCBkV-p3NWLovG7xQ41JqKc6TIn83t5QA3F/pubhtml#
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Complete list of Skills and costs shown below
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1) Tips on Skill Tree Builds
There is also a Skill Tree Allocator build link for various builds. 

Link to Skill Tree Allocator Below:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1s-TOHPbLfNaycLd7fZ0yNB0B78aviHB99eUQ0KlU0Ww/

This is very helpful if you are not sure what build to go for. I will be doing a seperate video on how to use this build very soon. 
Subscribe and hit the bell notifaction button to keep updated on this.

 



If you enjoyed this 
video please like and 
subscribe for more 

Hopeless Heros content

Thanks for watching.


